
The Shark Shiver

Hello and Welcome to Short Course 2018 – 2019!
We are excited to get started with this new adventure and hope you are as well.  Look for this newsletter to come out on 
a monthly basis as we use it to keep you updated on what we are doing as a club, what the swimmers are achieving and 

what they will be working on in practices.  Suggestions and contributions are welcome.  

Registration
Was a huge success. Meticulous planning and 

preparation by Coach Sarah Acker and Registrar Sarah 
McClure enabled us to successfully place all who 
wanted in for a grand total of 152 swimmers this 

session. We exceeded expectations and fit in a few 
more swimmers than last fall into a smaller space, yet 

without increasing swimmer to lane ratios. 
Thank you and great job Sarah x 2!

Mark Your Calendars!
Apparel Fitting & Mandatory Parent Meeting 
Monday, September 10th – NKE Small Gym
5:45 – 7:00 pm Apparel / Suit Fitting
7:00 – 8:00 pm Mandatory Parent Meeting

Breakout Meet & Clinic with London Olympian 
Caitlin Leverenz – September 29th & 30th

Update from Coach Jim
We are very excited to get started on the 2018-2019 Short Course season. We look to continue our success with the 
things we do very well as a club. We have had great results with our distance events, backstroke and IM’s (especially the 
400) and feel we are ahead of the curve in those areas. We want to continue improvement on the things we feel we are a 
little above average at: sprint free, 200 fly, and 200 breast. Most importantly, we hope to work even harder to improve on 
the sprint butterfly and breaststroke events, which I see as our greatest challenge.

We're confident that our 9-12 year olds will carry on although we want to see our 10 and under boys start to succeed 
similarly to what our girls are doing. Likewise, we will redouble our efforts with our 13 and over swimmers to keep them 
in the pool, loving the sport and meeting their personal goals.

Just so you know now, and can put it on your calendar the second you read this....We open our meet schedule at home 
on September 29th and 30th with our first annual Breakout Meet and Clinic. London Olympic Bronze Medalist Caitlin 
Leverenz, and her mom, Jeanine Leverenz will be featured at this meet. You may recognize them from the really cool milk 
commercial they did together.  Caitlin will teach and race with the swimmers and her mom will share her wisdom about 
being a swim parent with all of our swim moms, (and dads too). Caitlin's first swim team was the Eastern Hills Orcas 
summer team in Tucson, AZ where she swam for a much younger me and I grew up bashing heads pretending to be Alan 
Page in Jeanie's front yard with her brothers, Jim and Sean. Look for details soon on the schedule and price for this very 
special clinic and meet.

Finally, I would like our motto/rallying cry this year to be the phrase "MIA SAN MIA", which is a variation in the Bavarian 
dialect of the words 'wir sind wir" and it means "WE ARE WE". Although we are a large team with many ages, interest 
levels and abilities, we are ALL Tiger Sharks and "WE ARE WE", "MIA SAN MIA"!

Go Sharks!



Hey Coach, what’s the difference between the Short Course season (September – March) 
and the Long Course season (April – July)?

Wisconsin Swimming, and most other state swim governing bodies, sponsor and host at least two different 
championships per year: Short Course State and Long Course State. Short Course meets are be hosted in a 25 yard pool 
and they maximize athleticism through double the turns and streamlines. Long Course meets are in a 50 meter pool and 

they demand more in the way of fitness and technique.

Why Attend Swim Meets
For some swimmers, the thought of swimming at a swim meet can be quite daunting.  Please remember the principle 
we have found to be true.....attending meets and competing makes our swimmers exponentially more successful and 
helps them enjoy the sport more. 
• They get more coaching.  We try to talk to each swimmer after each event in order to provide them with additional 

tips and encouragement.
• They get to see the results of their hard work at practice
• They have more best times, aka personal records
• Sometimes they get swag to hang on bulletin boards 
• They bond with teammates 
• AND, as or even more importantly, they overcome fear and anxiety more successfully

We truly believe that swimmers not doing meets are getting less than half out of their OCSC experience 

Look for an email from Coach Jim detailing what the different meets we will attend are like in order to help you pick 
and choose where to take your swimmers.  And if you don’t know which events your shark should swim, talk to or 

email their coach for advice.  We love to see them attending as many meets as possible.

First Day of Swim Practice – What Do I Need?
Below is a must-have list of swimming gear and equipment needed by all OCSC swimmers:

• Fitted one-piece practice suit (girls) or jammer (boys)
• Goggles
• Cap for girls
• Water bottle with name on it

In addition, we encourage your athlete to start building a swimmer's tool kit by getting equipment with each group 
progression. Here's the suggested equipment for each group:

• Leopard Sharks: Fins. There will be fins available but the club will not be buying new pairs. If we get the majority 
of the kids to have them we will have a great inventory of gently used pairs for sale or gifting in the future.

• Hammerhead and Sand Sharks: Mesh bag to hold their fins in.
• Squali: Pull buoy and snorkel to add to fins in mesh bag. Both are very valuable tools when trying to master body 

position and technique.
• Thresher & Bull Sharks: Add paddles for strength training and technique enhancement during pull sets.
• Tiburones: Mesh bag with fins, pull buoy, snorkel, kickboard, and 2 tennis balls 
• Makos: Mesh bag with fins, pull buoy, snorkel, kickboard, paddles (13 & up), and 2 tennis balls 

Simply Swimming, a partner of OCSC Swimming, is a full service swim shop in Middleton.  Susie and her staff of swim 
outfitters have the equipment your swimmer needs.  Watch for an email with details on how to order equipment and 
OCSC apparel.  They will also be in Oregon on September 10th and can help you figure out the correct size suit for your 
swimmer.  

For ALL OCSC Swimmers
Individual progress is related to the amount of effort put forth by each athlete. This translates into practice attendance as
well as practice behavior.   Swimmers influence practice behavior in each other by encouraging teammates and by putting 
forth their best effort for themselves and their team. "MIA SAN MIA!"
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